FORMS OF THOUGHT

Forms of thought are involved whenever we name, describe, or identify things, and whenever we distinguish between what is, might be, or must be the case. It appears to be a distinctive feature of human thought that we can have modal thoughts, about what is possible or necessary, and conditional thoughts, about what would or might be the case if something else were the case. Even the simplest thoughts are structured somewhat like sentences, containing referential and predicative elements, and studying these structures is the main task of philosophical logic. This clear and accessible book investigates the forms of thought, focusing on and drawing out the central logical notions of reference, predication, identity, modality, and conditionality. It will be useful to students and other readers interested in epistemology and metaphysics, philosophy of mind and language, and philosophical logic.
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Preface

I have given this book the subtitle *A Study in Philosophical Logic* in recognition of Bertrand Russell. It was Russell who gave philosophical logic its name, in *Our Knowledge of the External World*, saying that its business is to extract our knowledge of the logical forms of propositions from its ‘concrete integuments’ and to ‘render it explicit and pure’ (see the passage quoted at the beginning of Chapter 1 of the present book). Although in practice that task must be approached by investigating the structure of sentences in natural language – since it is in such sentences that our thoughts are clothed and communicated – the underlying aim is to reveal the *forms of thought*, at least to the extent that thoughts are propositional in character and thus capable of standing in logical relations to one another.

Propositional thought is always complex and structured, even when it involves only ‘simple’ or ‘atomic’ propositions, and this is why propositional thoughts can always stand in logical relations to other such thoughts. Identifying the forms of atomic thoughts is, then, the first task of philosophical logic, and only having completed that should we endeavour to reveal the forms of more complex thoughts, including compound thoughts which contain subordinate thought-contents as proper parts. Atomic thoughts contain both referential and predicative constituents, so that an inquiry into the nature of *reference* and *predication* is an essential first step in philosophical logic. But some predications have a special importance from a logical point of view, especially predications of *identity* and predications of *necessity* and *possibility* – *modal* predications. That being so, an investigation of the notions of identity and modality is another essential step that philosophical logic must take. And where compound thoughts are concerned, the compounding relations between subordinate thought-contents need to be understood, the most important of these – in view of its intimate connection with logical inference – being *conditionality*. These, accordingly, are the central logical notions that will
be discussed in this book: reference, predication, identity, modality, and conditionality. Much that needs to be said concerning the forms of thought can be said in terms of these notions. Other important logical notions that I shall not focus on in this book are those of negation, existence, and truth – and, although I have views about all of these three notions, I shall reserve a full examination of them for another occasion, discussing them only in passing in the present book.

However, a complicating factor for present purposes is that none of the logical notions that I do discuss in this book can be understood entirely independently of each other: for instance, there are intimate connections between reference and identity and between modality and conditionality. Hence, although different chapters of this book are primarily devoted to each of the five core notions mentioned above, not everything to be said about each notion will be confined to the chapters devoted to it. Even so, I have endeavoured to make each chapter of the book relatively self-standing, so that it is intelligible for a reader who does not have time to study the book as a whole and just wants to focus on one particular issue. As a consequence, some chapters inevitably include a certain amount of recapitulation of matters discussed more fully elsewhere; but I hope that readers will find this preferable to a much more extensive use of cross-reference between chapters, which would have required them to turn quite frequently to other chapters in the course of their reading in order to follow certain discussions or lines of argument.

I have noted already that this book does not pretend to offer a discussion of all the logical notions needed for a full characterization of the forms of propositional thought and an exhaustive account of all the logical relations in which propositional thoughts can stand to one another. But one omission may strike some readers as being strange, namely the lack of much discussion – save in Chapter 10 – of the propositional attitudes, such as belief. Now, it is undoubtedly true that important logical questions arise concerning the validity of logical inferences in which the conclusion and some of the premises are sentences involving propositional attitude verbs, because a sentence of the form ‘S believes that p’ – for example – apparently provides a non-extensional context for the embedded sentence ‘p’, in which co-referring terms cannot necessarily be substituted for one another salva veritate. However, while the notion of extensionality is undoubtedly a logical one – and one which I admittedly do not discuss in this book – it must surely also be acknowledged that the notion of belief as such is not a logical but a psychological one, and this, at root, is why I do not have much to say about it in this book. My assumption is that
philosophical logic, although it is centrally concerned with the nature of propositional thoughts, is concerned with them solely insofar as such thoughts have truth-evaluable propositional contents, and is not at all concerned with such thoughts qua psychological states of thinkers: that, rather, is a task for the philosophy of mind.

Of course, there are some interesting formal and semantic analogies between propositional attitude expressions and modal expressions – between, for instance, sentences of the form ‘S believes that p’ and sentences of the form ‘It is possible/necessary that p’. However, I do discuss modality extensively in this book, especially in Part iii, and even urge, in Chapter 9, that modal expressions in everyday language sometimes call for ‘epistemic’ interpretations. Nonetheless, I have serious doubts about the idea that there could be a logic of belief – ‘doxastic’ logic – on a par with modal logic, treating ‘it is believed that’ as a quasi-logical sentential operator on a par with ‘it is necessary that’. Purely logical notions, such as the five core notions focused on in this book, are ‘topic-neutral’, since logic and reasoning are applicable to any subject matter, whether it be in the domain of the physical, the psychological, the social, or indeed the abstract (as in mathematics). This, incidentally, is not to deny that an important distinction may be drawn between theoretical and practical reasoning, with the former providing guidance concerning what we should believe in the light of the evidence available to us, while the latter provides guidance concerning how we should act in the light of our goals and needs. But the same purely logical notions are applicable on both sides of this divide. Theoretical reasoning, in my view, does not require a logic of belief, in the sense that a putative ‘doxastic’ logic would constitute this.

This is a book aimed primarily at professional philosophers and graduate students in philosophy, although I have tried to write it in a style that makes it clear and accessible also to middle- and upper-level undergraduate students of philosophy with a suitable background in logic, metaphysics, and the philosophy of language. It is partisan, in the sense that I resolutely defend certain controversial positions on the issues that I discuss, but I attempt to conduct this defence in a fair-minded spirit, giving due weight to the force of opposing views. Most of these positions I have defended in print previously, and the chapters of this book draw to varying extents on earlier work of mine. At the same time, I have naturally changed my opinions about many matters over the years and this book represents only my current views about the topics that it covers.
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